New name,
same values

Introducing U Ethical,
the new name for UCA
Funds Management.
Since 1985, UCA Funds Management
and its predecessors have been able to
deliver financial returns and community
impact through our commitment to ethical
investment and the Church’s social justice
mission. With U Ethical, this won’t change.
In every respect, our purpose and values
remain the same. We are more focused
than ever on generating competitive
returns from ethical investments. We will
continue to conduct advocacy campaigns
to hold businesses accountable. And we
are excited to add to the more than
$59 million we have granted to community,
advocacy and mission programs.

We are committed to continuing this
legacy of service to you, the Church
and our community.
With U Ethical we have an important
opportunity to take the message of ethical
investing to a wider audience. The new
brand will help us reinforce our ethical
values, grow our investor base, and in turn
have a greater impact. After all, an increase
in the investments we manage allows us to
do more. More for our investors. More for
the Church. More for those we help in our
community.

Same purpose.
Same values.
Same ethical
investments.
New name.
This is an exciting time for our business.
Ethical investing is becoming mainstream
and our track-record of delivering
competitive returns while working for
the greater good helps us stand out in an
increasingly crowded market. We were
Australia’s first ethical fund manager and
we aspire to become its best.
This is just the first step in taking the Uniting
Church’s ethical investment values to the
Australian market and you’ll be hearing a lot
more from us in the future. We’re still united
with you for the greater good.

From April you can visit UEthical.com
to see what we’ve been up to, or if
you’d like to talk to us about investing
in one of our ethical funds, call
1800 996 888.
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